Housing Justice is
Racial Justice
America has a history of using housing policy to create, compound and maintain
systemic racial inequality. These policies historically prevented communities of
color, especially Black, Latino and Indigenous households, from owning property and
building wealth. While attempts have been made to rectify some policies, many still
remain, and nothing has been done to make up for the generations of harms caused
by this systemic racism. As a result, Black, Latino and Indigenous families experience
poverty, housing instability and homelessness at much higher rates than white
families. This is especially true in New York City.
Here is a brief history of racist policies that have contributed to today’s gross
inequity in housing instability in New York City:

1860s
The federal government backed out of Special
Field Order 15 ("40 acres and mule"),
eliminating guaranteed land ownership for
Black people and households released from
slavery.

1930s1960s
As part of the New Deal, FDR’s federal
administration created zoned maps permitting and
encouraging denials of government-backed
mortgages to households in largely Black and Latino
neighborhoods ("redlining"), severely limiting the
ability of non-white families to purchase homes and
to build generational wealth. [1]

1940s 1970s
The federal government designed home
construction loan programs with explicit race
restrictions of the future homeowner, preventing
Black households from purchasing property in
many areas. [1]

1940s present
State and local governments sanctioned low
density zoning (i.e. restrictions in building size
and building density), preventing Black
households from purchasing or renting property
in certain areas. [2]

1950s 1970s
State and local governments implemented “urban
renewal”programs, disproportionately forcing
Black households out of their homes to make way
for “modern developments” that caused severe
overcrowding and deepened housing segregation
in cities. [3]

1960s present
State and local governments disproportionately
distributed industrial zonings in and near
communities of color, creating serious health risks
for those communities, and hindering property
values - both of which further inhibited
communities from leaving these areas. [4]

spresent
Private banks and lenders discriminate against
communities of color through mortgage approvals
and subprime/ predatory lending targeting. The
resulting disproportionately high-cost, high-risk
mortgages placed on Black and Brown households
make it harder for them to pay for new property.
[5]

As a result of centuries of discrimination, Black and
Latino households disproportionately
experience homelessness compared to white
households nationwide and in NYC.
Nationally, Black people comprise:
13% of the general US population
26% of the US population living in poverty
[6]
40% of the population experiencing homelessness.

White

In NYC: Black and Latino
households make up a
disproportionate share of the
homeless shelter population
compared to their share of
the general NYC population. [7]
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COVID-related housing instability has
disproportionately impacted Black and Latino
families.

The proportion of NYC metro-area
renters in December 2020
who anticipate eviction
in the next 2 months: [8]
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The proportion of NYC metro-area
renters in December 2020
who have little or no confidence in
ability to pay rent next month: [8]
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Today's homelessness crisis is a direct result of
structural racism.
Ending homelessness requires
directly addressing structural racism.
visit: rxhome.nyc | questions: media@rxhome.nyc | tweet @rxhomenyc | instagram @rxhomenyc

For more information check out:

Housing Segregation In Everything

Race and Homelessness are inextricably linked

SPARC Phase I Study Findings
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